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Introduction
Purpose and Scope of the Research Program
Evolution of smart grids, also known as integrated grids, is 
presenting multiple challenges to electric utilities. Already, the 
introduction of widespread distributed energy resources (DER) is 
fundamentally changing power flows, increasing the amount of 
data that must be processed, and challenging the ability of control-
lers to react quickly enough to developing situations. At the same 
time, smart meters and emerging market designs offer the opportu-
nity to provide innovative services to customers. 

The current and projected expansion of distributed energy resourc-
es and of advanced digital technologies may significantly change 
the technical, operational, environmental, and financial character 
of the electricity sector.

Meeting these challenges and taking advantage of these oppor-
tunities in a comprehensive way requires utility-based grid archi-
tectures that provide end-to-end interoperability of functions and 
equipment – from new sensors that allow utility interactions with 
customer distributed energy resources (DER), to new markets that 
use these interactions to support a DER value stream based on 
frequency regulation or other ancillary services. What is an archi-
tecture of an integrated grid? Consider the integrated grid as an 
integrated energy network; the architecture for the network is the 
design of all the physical components and their functional organi-
zation and configuration, its operational principles and procedures, 
as well as data formats used in its operation. All the layers of the 
network are classified, and rules and protocols are established to 
enable the network to connect and function as one ecosystem. 

Objective and Scope of Document
The objective of this document is to present the key needed attri-
butes of an integrated grid architecture, and present information 
on EPRI’s efforts to help utilities fill those architectural needs in its 
multi-year Breakthrough Technology Innovation project, Architec-
ture for an Integrated Grid. 

This material is based on information gleaned from a variety of 
stakeholders and documents. In particular, it includes reports and 
papers produced by utilities, original equipment manufacturers, 
consulting firms, U.S. national laboratories, government agencies, 
trade associations, membership-based organizations, and standards 
development organizations. 
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Background
Creating an Integrated Grid
In EPRI’s 2014 white paper introducing the concept of the inte-
grated grid, four key areas in which collaboration is required were 
identified: 1) interconnection rules and communications technolo-
gies and standards, 2) assessment and deployment of advanced 
distribution and reliability technologies, 3) strategies for integrating 
DER with grid planning and operation, and 4) enabling policy and 
regulation [2].

An architecture for an integrated grid is the underpinning upon 
which many of these areas are based, and conversely, many of the 
elements listed below are needed for an open architecture, such as a 
standard language and common information model, or a frame-
work for data exchange. 

Interconnection Rules and Communications Technologies and 
Standards 

• Interconnection rules that preserve voltage support and grid 
management 

• Situational awareness in operations and long-term planning, 
including rules of the road for installing and operating distrib-
uted generation and storage devices 

• Robust information and communication technologies, including 
high-speed data processing, to allow for seamless interconnection 
while assuring high levels of cyber security 

• A standard language and a common information model to enable 
interoperability among DER of different types, from different 
manufacturers, and with different energy management systems 

Assessment and Deployment of Advanced Distribution and 
Reliability Technologies 

• Smart inverters that enable DER to provide voltage and fre-
quency support and to communicate with energy management 
systems 

• Distribution management systems and ubiquitous sensors through 
which operators can reliably integrate distributed generation, 
storage, and end-use devices while also interconnecting those 
systems with transmission resources in real time 

• Distributed energy storage and demand response, integrated with 
the energy management system 

Strategies for Integrating DER with Grid Planning and 
Operation

• Distribution planning and operational processes that incorporate 
DER 

• Frameworks for data exchange and coordination among DER 
owners, distribution system operators (DSOs), and organizations 
responsible for transmission planning and operations 

• Flexibility to redefine roles and responsibilities of DSOs and inde-
pendent system operators (ISOs) 

Enabling Policy and Regulation 

• Capacity-related costs must become a distinct element of the cost 
of grid-supplied electricity to ensure long-term system reliability 

• Power market rules that ensure long-term adequacy of both 
energy and capacity 

• Policy and regulatory framework to ensure that costs incurred 
to transform to an integrated grid are allocated and recovered 
responsibly, efficiently, and equitably 

• New market frameworks using economics and engineering to 
equip investors and other stakeholders in assessing potential 
contributions of distributed resources to system capacity and 
energy costs

There is no single solution or path forward for all utilities to achieve 
the vision of an architecture for an integrated grid. The complex-
ity within each individual utility is broad. Each has a variety of 
information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) 
that are in different stages of their life-cycle, and are of different 
scale or maturity levels. Utilities also have different external fac-
tors. Because there is not a one-size-fits-all technology capable of 
integrating distributed energy resources with the existing trans-
mission and distributing assets, an agile and evolving architecture 
is an essential trait. EPRI recognizes the broad range of existing 
work and efforts to achieve the vision of an integrated grid, and 
has identified five key elements of an architecture for an integrated 
grid that need addressed—and how to coordinate with industry to 
bridge gaps. 

http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002733
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Figure 1. LBNL Integrated Systems Operational Framework [11]

• DER owners/operators provide both supply-side and load-modify-
ing DER.

• Distribution owners (DOs) are responsible for coordinating and 
maintaining the distribution grid.

• Distribution system operators (DSOs) are responsible for coor-
dinating the activities of the DERs and the interface with the 
transmission system.

• Transmission system operators (TSOs) are responsible for reliable 
transmission service and, in some areas, operation of wholesale 
markets [11].

Layered Architecture
To enable the functional elements of an integrated grid to operate 
together, developing hierarchical layers of an architecture is a com-
mon approach. One of the most widely cited is an eight-layer archi-
tecture developed by the GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC), 
commonly referred to as the “GWAC stack” (see Figure 2) [9]. 
The GWAC stack illustrates the types of interoperation needed to 
support various interactions on the integrated grid. Other examples 
differ in the number of layers and how they are interconnected 
[10, 14].

The Architecture to Enable the Integrated Grid 
Meeting the challenges of a new era and taking advantage of 
opportunities in a comprehensive way requires utility-based grid 
architectures that provide end-to-end interoperability of func-
tions and equipment—from sensors and controls that allow utility 
interactions with customer DER, to interfaces with aggregators and 
markets that use these interactions to support a DER value stream 
based on frequency regulation or other ancillary services. 

What is an architecture of an integrated grid? Consider the inte-
grated grid as an integrated energy network; the architecture for 
the network is the design of all the physical components and their 
functional organization and configuration, its operational prin-
ciples and procedures, as well as data formats and communications 
systems used in its operation. All the layers of the network are clas-
sified, and rules and protocols are established to enable the network 
to connect and function as one ecosystem. 

Concept of an Architecture for an Integrated Grid
Following are basic concepts for an architecture for an integrated 
grid.

Functional Elements
In a Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) report on an 
integrated grid framework, researchers identified four functional 
entities in an integrated grid. LBNL concludes that, depending on 
the particular model, an existing utility may serve all these func-
tions. It will be critical to enable the functions to coordinate while 
managing reliability through a distributed set of resources and 
microgrids. 

The four functional entities are shown in the Figure 1 [11]. 
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Figure 2. GridWise Architecture Council GWAC Reference Architecture [9]

Adhere to Standards and Ensure Conformance
For an architecture to enable integration, it must adhere to relevant 
standards. A growing list of standards related to grid architectures 
is emerging, as are methods to ensure conformance. The standards 
are designed to enable interoperability among diverse systems and 
components of the evolving smart grid. In particular, standards 
encourage innovation by component manufacturers and provide 
consistency in systems management and maintenance for vari-
ous components over their individual life cycles. At the same 
time, a conformance testing and certification program framework 
for smart grid equipment is also essential. Development and 

acceptance of new standards is driven by five criteria, which say 
that a standard should: 

• Facilitate interoperability needed for integration of smart grid 
devices or systems 

• Be widely accepted by the industry 

• Demonstrate deployment suitability 

• Provide well-defined interfaces required for grid integration and 
interaction 

• Ensure related document maintenance [9] 
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In turn, implementation of a standard should be guided by its abil-
ity to: 

• Facilitate bidirectional flows of energy and information 

• Support a transparent chain of transactions 

• Facilitate building of complex interfaces from simpler ones

• Promote scalability 

• Enable addition of new functions or modification of existing 
ones 

• Create a platform flexible enough to support bilateral and multi-
lateral transactions without elaborate preparation 

• Create a layered system that separates functions. Each layer then 
provides services to the layer above and receiving services from 
the layer below 

• Provide “shallow” integration that does not require detailed 
mutual information enable interaction among various system 
components [9] 

To accelerate standards development and harmonization, NIST 
has partnered with the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP), 
which maintains a Catalog of Standards (CoS) [12]. The CoS 
provides a compendium of standards and practices relevant for the 
development and deployment of a robust smart grid. Inclusion of 
a standard in CoS is based on the five criteria for acceptance listed 
above.

EPRI’s Architecture for an Integrated Grid: 
Bridging the Gaps
EPRI’s Architecture for an Integrated Grid is not an end-to-end 
architecture, but rather elements of the architecture to fill in gaps. 
EPRI’s Architecture for an Integrated Grid, based on wide collabo-
ration with utilities, U.S. national laboratories, government agen-
cies, and vendors in North America, Europe and Asia can provide 
guidance for individual utilities to develop specific architectures for 
their own grids, while offering a testbed as an independent refer-
ence. Development is supported by EPRI’s Program on Technology 
Innovation and its Information and Communication Technology 
and Cyber Security Programs.

The Architecture for an Integrated Grid consists of standards-based 
open architectural elements—enterprise interoperability, includ-
ing between the utility and customer-owned distributed energy 
resources; open communications; an open application platform, 
and cyber security —as shown in Figure 3. These architectural 
features will help enable the power industry to meet needs to adapt 
and innovate and develop the communications, control, and secu-
rity systems required to create integrated energy networks:

Figure 3. Elements of the EPRI Architecture for an Integrated Grid 

To support research for this Architecture for an Integrated Grid, 
EPRI commissioned a review of common needed attributes in grid 
architectures now in use or undergoing development. The purpose 
of this document is to present results of that review in the context 
of work EPRI has undertaken to address gaps in architectures. 
Each of the following five elements are being created to be open; 
that is, they are not proprietary to just one vendor's equipment or 
system. They can be used, modified or enhanced by anyone in the 
industry:

1. Open Enterprise Interoperability – to Adapt 
In the utility enterprise, an open enabling platform helps 
achieve interoperability between and among applications, soft-
ware, services, and physical systems. By organizing the way that 
the business operates – that is, the architecture of the enterprise 
as a whole, including internal operations and operations with 
other entities such as customers, vendors, aggregators, building 
energy managers and others – all systems and components can 
interact and work together. Additionally, individual systems 
and components can adapt to be readily replaced or upgraded 
without requiring a wholesale infrastructure change. 
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need of the utility industry. To realize the full value of dis-
tributed resources and to serve all consumers at the highest 
standards of quality and reliability, the grid needs to expand its 
scope to supply the distributed energy resources (DER) that can 
be aggregated to provide power necessary to meet demand on 
the grid. EPRI is developing tools and software to aid utili-
ties in accomplishing this integration. For example, with an 
open distributed energy management system (OpenDERMS), 
utilities can monitor and manage DER as part of their over-
all system. Considerable overlap is inherent in this mapping 
of specific elements of an integrated grid architecture. Open 
enterprise interoperability, for example, contributes not only 
to grid adaptability but also to integration of DER. In turn, 
grid security depends on open communications and innova-
tive new technologies. The open application platform not only 
spurs innovation but also leverages the computational power of 
grid devices to increase functionality and interoperability, and 
enhance data collection and management. 

Open Enterprise Interoperability
Interoperability is needed between and among applications, soft-
ware, services, and physical systems. By organizing the way that 
the business operates—that is, the architecture of the enterprise 
as a whole—all systems and components can interact and work 
together. Additionally, individual systems and components can be 
readily replaced or upgraded without requiring a wholesale infra-
structure change. 

This section covers several relevant, needed attributes of an inte-
grated grid that are noted in the introduction and identified in the 
literature review:

• Data management architecture, including big data storage, 
processing, and visualization and ability to use data from new, 
innovative sensors

• Complex event processing

• Support of emerging market designs and value streams

• Accommodation of emerging and unforeseen technological 
innovations

• Provide efficient integration of legacy systems

2. Open Application Platform – to Innovate 
Smart phones perform myriad functions because a platform 
was created for developers to generate new applications (apps). 
Likewise, an electric meter, or other type of equipment on the 
grid (capacitor banks, controllers, field transmitters, regulators, 
switches) could become multifunctional with the development 
of an Open Application Platform for electric utilities. An Open 
Application Platform would encourage the development of apps 
that expand the functionality and extend the life of current 
utility systems and devices and lower the barriers to innovation 
in the grid. 

3. Open Telecommunications – to Communicate 
For systems and components of the Integrated Grid to operate 
together, they need to be able to communicate with one other. 
Just as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth enable universal communication 
between devices and systems, EPRI is working with vendors 
and others in the power industry to develop open, universal 
standards and open software to assist communications between 
applications, regardless of equipment manufacturer or provider. 
Utilities will be able to test and verify that vendor equipment 
can operate on the Integrated Grid prior to deployment. With a 
focus on reliability, low-cost, and high-speed, a telecommunica-
tions architecture will facilitate access to systems and sensors in 
challenging operating environments, as well as to the enterprise 
and between devices in the field. 

4. Cyber Security – to Secure 
Coupling the grid with information and communication 
technologies creates the potential for security vulnerabilities. 
To combat that possibility, EPRI is developing cyber security 
solutions for monitoring and securing enterprise systems, both 
internally and externally. This effort will enable both central-
ized and distributed system analysis and control. EPRI’s cyber-
security testbed is a means to verify solution functionality.

5. Distributed Energy Resources Integration – to Integrate 
This area could be considered a driver of each of the preceding 
areas of focus, but is called out separately since the ability to 
operate with a high penetration of both customer-owned and 
utility-owned distributed energy resources is such a pressing 
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Data Management Architecture
A data management architecture must be in place to enable high 
performance data exchange that is fast, accurate, and supports 
leading edge functions, control, and services. It must also be 
able to handle increasing amounts of data handling by orders of 
magnitude. 

New smart devices and more powerful computing platforms enable 
a variety of innovative architectures to meet this challenge. For 
example, metering systems have access to customer outage informa-
tion that can help locate outages closer to field equipment. Another 
example is an outage management system that enables automated 
work orders from the field.

A grid architecture that provides analysis functions as location-
agnostic services could allow for execution at the most appropriate 
location. One suggestion, for instance, would be to consider three 
data domains: 

• A central domain with a few data centers with extensive, server-
based processing power

• A distributed domain with substations acting as local data cen-
ters with processing power roughly equivalent to today’s PCs

• An edge domain that includes processing and communication 
devices with limited power and bandwidth embedded in ele-
ments spread to the boundaries of the grid (“last mile”) without 
regard to ownership [3].

An inherent element of such an architecture is a visualization 
scheme that integrates information from many sources into a visual 
representation in a location-neutral manner. For example, such 
visualization might show real-time phasor measurements and other 
critical variables across a grid in a manner similar to that now used 
to show real-time, integrated weather information overlying the 
electricity grid [3].

Provide Complex Event Processing Capability
A major challenge for designing architectures with open enterprise 
interoperability will be the increasingly complex events that must 
be taken into account.

Complex event processing (CEP) involves accessing, filtering, 
correlating, and analyzing events generated by a wide variety of 
sources [3]. To correlate events including device status changes, 
measurement limit violations, and large differences between sched-
uled and measured value with other data sources in near real-time 
provides greater insight into grid operations [3].

Another processing innovation that may prove useful in a lay-
ered, hierarchical architecture is laminar coordination. Laminar 
coordination is a mathematical model for decomposing complex 
problems into smaller, connected optimization problems, arranged 
in a hierarchical manner [4].

Sensor allocation optimization is a design level problem, to be 
applied for a given distribution grid, but sensor system architecture 
provides a structure within which to perform the optimization.

Support Emerging Market Designs and Value 
Streams
In addition to decentralizing grid control and information systems, 
enterprise interoperability must accommodate emerging market 
designs and value streams that support transactive energy (TE). Per 
the GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC), transactive energy 
is a concept for organizing generation, consumption, or flow. The 
term “transactive” comes from considering that decisions are made 
based on value. These decisions may be analogous to or literally 
economic transactions. By using a combination of economic and 
control techniques, TE can help improve grid reliability and effi-
ciency [6].

To accommodate growing TE capability, new architectures need to 
disaggregate grid control in a way that supports local optimization, 
constraints, and decision making. They also need to incorporate 
market design changes that include retail rate design, standardized 
treatment for investments in grid modernization, and creation of 
local market coordination services [6].
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The basic building blocks of an SHN include two or more power 
sources and two or more automated switching devices, with current 
and voltage sensors, advanced control logic, and communications 
between the devices and the control system. When a fault occurs, 
the sensing devices determine the location of the fault and two 
automated switching devices isolate it. Communications between 
the automated switching devices and the controller then enable 
optimal reconfiguration of the system to ensure that power is 
restored to as many customers as possible.

On transmission networks, self-healing protection and control 
systems can potentially perform dynamic security assessments in 
real-time, then perform optimized control strategies to prevent 
cascading outages [7, 8].

Provide Efficient Integration of Legacy Systems
The ability to continue use of legacy systems is critical to an eco-
nomically viable integrated grid. Examples of how to accomplish 
this include an enterprise service bus (ESB) that can provide an 
integration layer to connect information flow between new and 
existing applications. In cases where a direct interface standard 
is lacking or insufficient an ESB facilitates a flexible way to map 
(using adapters) to standards-based interfaces and provides a means 
to manage very large, complex, integrations. Additionally, with the 
appropriate governance, integrations that leverage an ESB can hold 
down maintenance costs and reduce risk compared to the relative 
“spaghetti” of the myriad point-to-point interfaces often seen in 
large, less mature, organizations. In this way, the ESB can help 
facilitate custom integration between applications involving legacy 
systems. It can also be used to integrate new sensors, actuators, and 
distributed control systems [9].

Another approach that can be used in combination with an ESB 
is to connect application nodes by a field message bus (FMB), 
which could facilitate distributed control and information process-
ing across multiple architecture layers, with secure end-to-end 
encryption and interoperability between different protocols and 
legacy systems. An FMB could also provide a migration path from 
centralized to distributed infrastructure [9].

As a result, these changes will create a wide variety of new value 
streams for DERs, ranging from frequency regulation services to 
procurement risk mitigation. Distribution level market mecha-
nisms can also help determine locational value and locational 
density for DER dispatch. Work is also underway to understand 
how multiple DER systems interact and to find ways of operating 
systems concurrently to provide enhanced value [4, 6]. See the sec-
tion Integrate Distributed Energy Resources.

Accommodate Emerging and Unforeseen 
Technological Innovations
In terms of supporting innovation, specific architectural attributes 
that can help a smart grid accommodate emerging and unforeseen 
technological innovations include: 

• Supporting the enhancement of systems with minimal difficulty 

• Enabling and fostering innovation 

• Providing flexibility that allows choice among types and order to 
implementation 

• Enables architectural flexibility allowing reconfiguration or 
expansion without stranded DER assets or expensive system 
redesigns

• Supports a scalable architecture

• Enabling capital savings through cost/benefit analysis of current 
and potential assets, and through decision support for evaluating 
technology options

• Enabling life-cycle savings through improved operations and 
maintenance (O&M), training and environmental impact

Example of Emerging Innovations: Facilitate Self-Optimizing, 
Self-Healing Equipment and Systems
One of the major technological innovations emerging as part of 
smart grids is the ability of equipment and systems to self-optimize 
and self-heal. In particular, multiple demonstrations are underway 
that deploy self-healing networks (SHN) on utility distribution 
systems [7, 8].
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EPRI Implementation
EPRI has been working to lower the barriers to integration by 
accelerating the gathering of requirements that feed into the 
development of technical specifications and into the standards 
development organizations (SDO). We are also taking standards, 
or documents that are near the end of the standardization lifecycle, 
and providing software artifacts and guidance for developers as 
a “how to” to do their own integrations using a standards-based 
approach. 

Integrations in the enterprise that have received attention include 
DER enterprise integration, work management integration, and 
asset management integration. In the DER enterprise integra-
tion domain, EPRI has published technical reports that cover the 
functional requirements for the management of groups of DER. 
This capability is an important aspect of the integrated grid, espe-
cially as the penetration of DER in the distribution grid continues 
to increase. These functional requirements have been vetted in 
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and what 
is referred to as a committee draft (CD) has been created that 
addresses the technical specifications as eXtensible Schema Defini-
tion (XSD) and using IEC 61968-100:2013 standard for utility 
enterprise integration.

One area in which this DER work is paying dividends is the align-
ment with the OpenFMB work being led by Duke Energy. The 
OpenFMB architecture uses field devices (nodes) that represent a 
logical bus, and exchange information between the nodes to take 
action with less latency in response to events. However, there is still 
a need to exchange information between the field message bus, and 
traditional enterprise systems such as Distribution Management 
Systems (DMS), so that the DMS has been made aware of actions 
that have taken place in the field. Additionally, there may be a 
need for the utility enterprise to make devices in the field aware of 
upcoming events, for example, perhaps a 100-degree day that may 
require certain configurations settings to respond to such an event. 
This exchange of information between the enterprise and the field 
message bus appears to be handled by the existing DER enterprise 
integration messages being defined by EPRI in collaboration with 
industry stakeholders and the SDO, and this work will continue 
into 2017 as the harmonization of these efforts are explored. 

Additional work has been done to address the “first responder” use 
case and create a standards-based work order generation applica-
tion. We leveraged standard messages defined in IEC 61968-
6:2015 and the integration standard IEC 61968-100:2013, and 
created example code that could run on a Raspberry PI platform, 
to demonstrate both the mobile capabilities of implementing these 
messages, and the standards-based capability that avoids vendor 
lock-in. 

Another area getting attention is asset management. While there 
are numerous geospatial implementations and a variety of asset 
management solutions, there has been less agreement on how to 
manage or implement these solutions in a standardized way. To this 
end work has been on-going to consolidate these offerings into a 
standards-based message exchange definition.

Contact Gerald Gray, ggray@epri.com, phone 865.218.8113, for more 
information.

Open Application Platform
This section focuses 
on an open applica-
tion platform for 
facilitating greater 
functionality of grid 
devices. The Open 
Application Platform 
enables utility devices 
to become “platforms” 

rather than just “products.” Where a product would have fixed 
functionality for its service life, or functionality that only the man-
ufacturer can update, a platform is open to the owner, and available 
to perform new functions as enabled by apps that the owner may 
choose. Advancements in microprocessor and software technology 
have made this transformation not only possible, but practical [1]. 

mailto:ggray@epri.com
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The range of utility devices to which an Open Application Platform 
can apply is broad, including advanced meters, communication 
gateways/access points, SCADA networking equipment, and distri-
bution controls such as capacitor banks, regulators, and switches. 

Analogous to the operating systems of smart phones and tablets—
the Open Application Platform will provide access to internal data 
elements residing in diverse systems and sensors. 

This will enable innovation and enhance flexibility and may help 
extend the useful life of devices. An open application platform for 
grid devices can encourage innovation by:

• Allowing easier software updates and enhancements

• Increasing the functionality of grid devices and effectively using 
their data 

• Accommodating emerging markets

• Introducing advanced new technologies

• Lowering the barrier to entry of innovations

• Incorporating sensors and effectively using their data

Incorporate Sensors and Effectively Use Their Data
The Open Application Platform can help use sensors more effec-
tively and enhance interoperability. Architectural structures for 
sensors need to consider how to minimize inherent latency of vari-
ous information sharing platforms for specific applications [3].

Most grid system vendors use a “siloed” approach for data acqui-
sition from sensors. This means that these data are stored in 
application-based structures, which provide fast access within an 
application but add considerable latency to any other application 
that requests information. 

An alternative is the “sensor virtualization” approach, which stores 
data in a centralized data management system. In this case, there 
is a high degree of inherent latency because data must be accessed 
indirectly from the virtualization platform before becoming 
available to applications. As grid dynamics increase in speed, it is 
becoming necessary to consider sensor subsystem dynamics when 
determining control stability. Consequently, it is useful to consider 
architectural structures for sensors that minimize inherent latency 
for the specific systems involved [4].

Historically, distribution systems have been the least instrumented 
aspect of the grid. Today, as DER penetration proceeds, distribu-
tion systems now have the greatest need for observability. Tools to 
aid planning and design for distribution grid sensor networks that 
take into account grid structure, market-control requirements, and 
legacy components and constraints are not available but are greatly 
needed [4].

One approach currently being demonstrated at Consolidated 
Edison Company of New York involves installation of a Demand 
Response Command Center (DRCC) that can receive “trigger” sig-
nals from both reliability and market programs, and then respond 
by activating customer-owned resources as needed [5].

EPRI Implemenation
The Open Application 
Platform will enable 
EPRI to test ideas 
on how to incorpo-
rate sensor data into 
algorithms for imple-
menting distributed 
intelligence.

EPRI will implement the Open Application Platform in coming 
months (2016-2017) in commercial grade equipment. The initial 
focus is on meters. Additional work is underway testing new algo-
rithms, for example, for identifying which transformer is associated 
with a particular meter. 

An implementation of the Open Application Platform is expected 
to be completed in early 2017. The implementation will include a 
full Lua interpreter (Lua is an open source interpreted language 
specifically designed for embedding in constrained environments 
such as the embedded systems used as part of many smart grid 
devices), hooks for the application to be able to safely access local 
data (such as meter data, in the case of meters) and a means by 
which apps can be digitally signed and verified by a device before 
executing any of the code within the app. 
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After testing and documentation are completed, which is expected 
within the first quarter of 2017, the application will be released as 
open source under a permissive open source license intended to 
promote its use. 

Utility or vendor personnel interested in this work, either to 
contribute to the code base, to contribute equipment, or to work 
jointly with EPRI on advancing this work by identifying and par-
ticipating in laboratory or field trials of potential applications are 
encouraged to contact EPRI via the contact shown below.

Contact Edward Beroset eberoset@epri.com for further information on 
the Open Application Platform.

Open Telecommunications
This section focuses on facilitating communication via an open 
telecommunications platform. An integrated grid relies on com-
munications to transfer data between devices—between the field 
and the enterprise—and now, with Open Field Message Bus 
(OpenFMB)1—between devices in the field. Communications 
are needed to allow access to systems and sensors in challenging 
operating environments, at utility sites, at the edge of the grid and 
beyond. 

New architectures incorporate an open telecommunication plat-
form by:

• Ensuring interoperability among diverse devices and systems, 
regardless of manufacturer

• Ensure timely and accurate data exchange 

Incorporate Open End-to-End Communications 
Systems
The U.S. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) has 
reported that the need to change utility communications network 
design paradigms is profound [15]. PNNL notes that several new 
communications network paradigms are being considered as utili-
ties move from low-performance hub-and-spoke networks and mul-
tiple non-converged communications systems to network models.  
 
 

1 The OpenFMB is a standards-based field device interoperability framework that has 
been adopted by task forces within the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel and (SGIP) 
and the North America Energy Standards Board (NAESB).

For example, in a typical distribution system, up to eight  non-
converged networks may be in place. These use hub-and-spoke 
(for SCADA) or wireless mesh (for AMI), with low bandwidths, 
high packet loss rates, and poor behavior during and immediately 
after power outages. This is due to the silo effect of having various 
application systems with their own networks [15]. The reliance on 
siloed systems has resulted in high installation, integration, and 
operational costs that can thwart the ability modernize the grid. 

Integrate Multiple Information Networks and 
Applications
Open communications capability in new architectures will be 
particularly important for utilities with complex communications 
structures. For example, a smart grid often involves several types of 
information networks, including: 

• An enterprise service bus (ESB), which can connect applications 
between domains or within a single domain. 

• Wide area networks (WANs), which provide connections 
between distant sites.

• Field area networks (FANs) connect devices that control circuit 
breakers and transformers. 

• Premises network equipment located inside the customer 
domain [9]. 

An important task of smart grid architecture is to ensure that these 
networks can function together seamlessly and integrate a variety 
of applications, as illustrated in Figure 4 [9]. In this illustration, 
the applications are spread over the seven domains of a smart grid 
architecture model developed by the U.S. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST). The NIST domains include 
generation, transmission, distribution, operations, service providers, 
and markets.

mailto:eberoset@epri.com
https://www.duke-energy.com/about-us/open-field-message-bus.asp
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Figure 4. Multiple information networks and applications [9]

as a reference design platform, it provides diagnostic information 
for the protocol and network to aid in understanding and solving 
interoperability issues. 

EPRI will continue to develop the Wi-SUN FAN Profile stack 
and diagnostics through 2017. The Wi-SUN Alliance schedules 
interoperability testing events on an approximately quarterly basis. 
Interoperability test events allow developers and vendors to meet 
and test whether their implementations are compatible with each 
other, that is, whether they can communicate in a network. EPRI 
participates and in some cases hosts these events. When the test 
plan is completed, the interoperability events will become certifica-
tion events, and EPRI intends to certify its reference stack. 

EPRI Implementation
EPRI is a member of the Wi-SUN Alliance, an organization analo-
gous to the Wi-Fi Alliance that promotes wireless “smart utility 
networks”. The Wi-SUN Alliance provides wireless mesh solutions 
for applications such as advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) 
and distribution automation. 

EPRI is actively working to progress the standard and conformance 
test plan to enable Field Area Network (FAN) Profile certifica-
tion. In addition, EPRI is developing an open Wi-SUN stack as a 
reference platform and ‘gold standard’ for industry utilization and 
adoption. This platform provides mechanisms for devices to iden-
tify each other, connect, and exchange data. In addition to serving 

https://www.wi-sun.org/
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The Wi-SUN FAN profile specification is currently built on the 
IEEE 802.15.4g FSK PHY2. FSK is frequency shift keying, a 
method for transmitting digital signals. PHY is the physical layer. 
This PHY is closely aligned with deployed advanced metering 
infrastructure systems, and represents a potential upgrade path to 
Wi-SUN conformance for installed meters. The IEEE 802.15.4g 
standard also defines an OFDM PHY (orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiplexing, physical layer) which offers a throughput almost 
ten times that of the FSK PHY. Although OFDM is not currently 
included in the Wi-SUN FAN profile, utilities are starting to show 
an interest in this PHY, which enables additional use cases due to 
the higher bandwidth. 

The EPRI open Wi-SUN stack will support both the FSK and 
OFDM PHY capabilities. Interoperability testing will take place at 
Wi-SUN interoperability events, as well as individually with utili-
ties that are working with the OFDM PHY option. 

Utilities are invited to engage in this effort, to identify new applica-
tions for the open Wi-SUN stack, as well as broadening interest in 
the OFDM PHY. 

Contact Tim Godfrey tgodfrey@epri.com for further information on 
the Open Telecommunications.

Cyber Security
This section focuses on enhanced cyber security. New architectures 
can encourage security by:

• Providing tighter security to both the electrical and information 
networks

• Demonstrating self-healing networks

• Hardening the grid to reduce equipment vulnerability. 

• Specifically, this chapter explores various ways to:

• Support enhanced cyber and physical security of the grid

• Provide increased resiliency against a range of HILF events. 

2 FSK is frequency shift keying a method for transmitting digital signals. PHY is 
the physical layer. The IEEE 802.15 Smart Utility Networks (SUN) Task Group 
4g is creating a PHY amendment to 802.15.4 to provide a global standard that 
facilitates very large scale process control applications such as the utility smart-grid 
network capable of supporting large, geographically diverse networks with minimal 
infrastructure, with potentially millions of fixed endpoints. http://ieee802.org/15/pub/
TG4g.html/, accessed September 2, 2017. 

Support Enhanced Cyber and Physical Security 
Infrastructure
Grid architecture includes both electrically connected networks 
and the communications networks that monitor and control them, 
both of which must be secured. In particular, as the grid evolves, 
the cyber-physical infrastructure must be transformed, and security 
issues need to be “built in” as new architectures are developed. In 
particular, repeatable processes that reliably deliver improved secu-
rity need to be implemented, and the architecture should enable 
execution and reporting of operational security programs. A focus 
of work in this area includes the standards, guidelines, and best 
practices being developed jointly between government agencies and 
the electric power industry. Considerable effort is also being put 
into incorporating self-healing networks into existing grids.

Specifically, demonstrations of self-healing networks are under-
way with EPRI participation at Duke Energy [7] and Southern 
Company [8]. Both utilities use a combination of centralized and 
decentralized control. At Duke, both approaches were found to 
provide benefits, using standard equipment, such as reclosers and 
breakers, that can be integrated into a self-healing network without 
additional equipment. At Southern, both centralized and decen-
tralized self-healing networks can operate successfully within the 
desired five-minute interval after an outage, and if there is a critical 
need to restore power, the decentralized network can be configured 
to restore power as quickly as ten cycles. 

Another utility effort to integrate security concerns into an evolv-
ing smart-grid architecture is taking place at Southern California 
Edison (SCE) [12]. As part of SCE’s Grid Modernization Initiative, 
a new Grid Management System (GMS) architecture has been 
developed that will allow incremental deployments of DER and 
other equipment while transitioning from legacy systems. As part 
of this transition, GMS addresses four specific aspects of security:

• Cyber security. GMS maintains the availability and integrity of 
the communications infrastructure, while protecting data of the 
electric grid and supporting communications infrastructure.

• Physical security. GMS maintains the integrity of devices and 
equipment throughout the grid and recognizes when intrusion or 

mailto:tgodfrey@epri.com
http://ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4g.html/
http://ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4g.html/
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tampering has occurred.

• System security. GMS makes sure that the grid operates within 
the parameters that are required for safe operation.

• Security of supply. GMS continually balances between the 
demand for energy and available energy [10].

Provide Resiliency against a Range of HILF Events
To provide enhanced security, a major requirement of new grid 
architectures will be to harden utility systems against (and enhance 
recovery from) HILF events. These events can include severe 
weather events, earthquakes and tsunamis, geomagnetic distur-
bances, physical attacks, electromagnetic attacks, cyber attacks, 
coordinated attacks, and others. Architecture attributes affecting 
resiliency generally fall into two categories: “hardening” the grid 
to reduce equipment vulnerability, and enhancing system recovery. 
Various stakeholders are current investigating a variety of specific 
mitigation and recovery strategies, but key areas of research and 
development remain.

EPRI is conducting research in this area with a particular empha-
sis on the vulnerability of substation and transmission assets to 
physical security events, as well as to enhance understanding of the 
effectiveness of options to harden against and recover from physical 
attacks. Specifically, this research includes:

• Threat characterization includes describing the physical security 
threats including weapons, accompanying systems, and delivery 
mechanisms, as well as characteristics of these.

• Component vulnerability refers to a determination of the vul-
nerability of existing (unhardened) substation and transmis-
sion assets, and development of test protocols to determine 
vulnerability.

• Impacts assessment includes assessing the impact of successful 
attacks, as well as the effect of mitigation techniques and tech-
nologies in terms of utility impacts, customer impacts, public 
impacts, and regulatory impacts.

• Mitigation assessment includes effectiveness assessment of mitigat-
ing technologies and decision support for effective mitigation, 
which provides utilities with methods to identify cost-effective 

combinations of technologies and approaches to manage risk

• Decision support includes providing the means for utilities to 
identify the optimal combination of mitigation techniques and 
technologies for their particular system [cyber TK].

EPRI 
Implementation
EPRI is demonstrat-
ing how a cyber 
security platform can 
be used by utilities 
and industry partners 
for the development, 

implementation and testing of cyber security for the electric sec-
tor. For example, in 2016, EPRI is creating a testbed for SGIP’s 
OpenFMB. The SGIP’s association with electric sector manufac-
turers, utilities, and related industry organizations will assist in the 
promotion of interoperable standards that serve the needs of the 
rapidly evolving electric sector.

EPRI is also working with utilities, national labs, and manufactur-
ers to further develop cyber security requirements and guidance for 
the OpenFMB. Support of this work will provide insight into the 
development of guidance and mechanisms for further developing, 
testing, and validating interoperability between devices using the 
OpenFMB. In support of this work, EPRI’s OpenFMB test bed 
will also provide a platform for testing architectures and implemen-
tations supporting distributed intelligence.

EPRI has also worked on integration of secure authentication for 
the Distributed Network Protocol, Version 3 (DNP3) to provide 
authentication capabilities for the master and outstation in the 
platform’s OpenDERMS deployment. 

Future extensions to cyber security work being performed for grid 
architecture are expected to include increased coordination with 
other EPRI programs in the areas of physical security, grid opera-
tions, and communications.

Contact Glen Chason gchason@epri.com for further information on 
EPRI’s work in support of the development and testing of cyber security 
for the integrated grid.

mailto:gchason@epri.com
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Integrate Distributed Energy Resources
This section describes architecture attributes that support utility 
efforts to integrate large amounts of distributed energy resources 
(DER). 

As noted previously, integration of DER could be categorized as a 
driver of each of the preceding areas of focus, but is called out sepa-
rately since the ability to operate with a high penetration of both 
customer-owned and utility-owned distributed energy resources is 
such a pressing need of the utility industry. 

To realize the full value of distributed resources and to serve all 
consumers at the highest standards of quality and reliability, the 
grid needs to expand its scope to supply the distributed energy 
resources (DER) that can be aggregated to provide power necessary 
to meet demand on the grid. 

Besides adhering to standards, a commonly mentioned needed 
attribute for an architecture includes to incorporate layers of 
interoperability to facilitate DER integration.

Incorporate Layers of Interoperability to Facilitate 
DER Integration
To provide enhanced integration, new architectures must facili-
tate ways to incorporate large amounts of DER. As DER rapidly 
penetrates utility power systems, two-way flows are becoming more 
common, diminishing the ability of human operators to prevent 
cascading events. The number of control actions is also increasing 
to the point that operators will not have time to react to events on 
the grid. The architectural response must be to significantly decen-
tralize grid control and information systems. See section Enterprise 
Interoperability.

Enable Distribution Level Market Mechanisms
To accommodate growing transactive energy capability, new archi-
tectures need to disaggregate grid control in a way that supports 
local optimization, constraints, and decision making. They also 
need to incorporate market design changes that include retail rate 
design, standardized treatment for investments in grid moderniza-
tion, and creation of local market coordination services [6].

As a result, these changes will create a wide variety of new value 
streams for DERs, ranging from frequency regulation services to 
procurement risk mitigation. Distribution level market mecha-
nisms can also help determine locational value and locational 
density for DER dispatch. Work is also underway to understand 
how multiple DER systems interact and to find ways of operating 
systems concurrently to provide enhanced value [4, 6].

EPRI Implementation
EPRI is developing tools and software to aid utilities in integrat-
ing DER. One of those tools is a reference DER management and 
monitoring software called OpenDERMS, which provides a refer-
ence tool for utility personnel to connect and test DER in labora-
tory and field evaluations [1]. 

Fully deployed, a DERMS may be a stand-alone system or a logical 
component of another system such as an advanced distribution 
management system. In either form, the concept of a DERMS may 
exist as a single instance or as a set of distributed nodes (hierar-
chical) in which multiple instances work together to provide the 
overall function. The primary functions of a DERMS are: 

• Aggregates – A DERMS takes the services of multiple individual 
DER and presents them as a smaller, more manageable number 
of aggregated virtual resources. 

• Simplifies – DERMS handles the granular details of DER set-
tings and presents simple grid-related services. 

• Optimizes – A DERMS optimizes the utilization of DER within 
various groups to get the desired outcome at minimal cost and 
maximum power quality. 

• Translates – Individual DER may speak different languages, 
depending on their type and scale. A DERMS handles these 
diverse languages and presents to the upstream calling entity in a 
cohesive way. 
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Working with the U.S. Department of Energy and the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) EPRI developed and tested 
standards-based messaging that enables distributed DERMS and 
the nesting of DERMS to include any level of aggregation (facility, 
micro-grid, feeder, etc.) by utility and/or third party systems. This 
is the basis for OpenDERMS, which can enable DER to commu-
nicate with other systems, providing information about demand, 
supply, and use of electricity. The DERMS system also provides a 
way for grid operators to more effectively manage the generation 
and dispatch of electricity. 

The research and development effort was the culmination of several 
years of coordinated work with numerous industry stakeholders. It 
builds on an earlier initiative in which EPRI worked with the U.S. 
Department of Energy, Sandia National Laboratories, the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and the Solar Electric 
Power Association (SEPA) to develop a technical foundation for 
smart inverter integration, entitled “Common Functions for Smart 
Inverters3”, which resulted in the creation of the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission (IEC) standard IEC 61850-7-420. This 
IEC standard, which documents the common set of smart inverter 
functions and associated information model, has been mapped 
into several communication protocols, including DNP3, SunSpec, 
IEEE 2030.5 and IEC 61850, and it set the stage for the next level 
of development — managing groups of DER as virtual resources. 

EPRI is presently working with stakeholders from the battery 
energy storage community to create the fourth edition of the 
“Common Functions for Smart Inverters” document. This activ-
ity, which is coordinated through the Energy Storage Integration 
Council (ESIC), is an open process, and includes utilities, battery 
system manufacturers, and system integrators. 

EPRI is also actively involved in the full revision process of the 
IEEE 1547 which is a DER interconnection specification upon 
which grid codes are developed. This body of work is being built 
upon the common functions and the active application process is 
helping to identify gaps and areas for improvement. These gaps 
are also being addressed and incorporated into the fourth edition 
of the common functions document so that standards are kept 
aligned with emerging industry needs. 

3 Common Functions for Smart Inverters, Version 3. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2013. 
3002002233.

Working with the 
Common Information 
Model (CIM) and 
MultiSpeakTM stan-
dards communities, 
EPRI is helping to 
accelerate the develop-
ment of DER group-
level functions and 
associated web service 
messages to interface 

with DERMS. Using these methods and messages, any DERMS 
system can be readily integrated in a standard way 

Those DERMS that ultimately connect to individual DER, such as 
a building energy management system or utility SCADA system, 
may map the DER group-level functions to specific individual 
DER functions. For example, a request for more reactive power 
from a group of DER such as all the PV systems on a feeder seg-
ment could be achieved by power factor control, Volt-Var function, 
or explicit Var settings at the device level. 

Since 2012, EPRI and the DOE have collaborated to facilitate this 
DER Group Management initiative. The activity, which continues 
at the present time, has engaged a wide range of manufacturers, 
researchers and utilities. It is an open process and can be joined 
at any time by contacting EPRI. The stakeholders have alternated 
between developing content and implementing/testing. In Novem-
ber 2014, EPRI facilitated an interoperability workshop hosted 
at the NREL Energy Systems Integration Laboratory (ESIF) in 
Golden, Colorado. At this event, EPRI setup a semantic enterprise 
test harness that enabled both CIM and MultiSpeak messages to 
be tested. Companies in the DMS and DERMS business partici-
pated, helping to refine and perfect the draft messages prior to their 
incorporation into the standards. 
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EPRI is extending a smart meter application program interface, 
devised in collaboration with utilities and other stakeholders, to 
address a broader array of use cases. Laboratory and field tests of an 
open platform prototype are being conducted, in coordination with 
industry partners, using apps that introduce new functionalities to 
high-priority devices.

Connecting the Present to the Future: A Call 
to Action
EPRI’s Architecture for an Integrated Grid Breakthrough Technol-
ogy Innovation project is in the second year of a five-year effort to 
bridge gaps in existing utility architecture for an integrated grid.

The development of an open architecture for an integrated grid 
requires collaboration between many stakeholders in the energy 
industry, ranging from utilities to vendors to academics and 
government researchers. Alignment among these stakeholders is 
needed to achieve an efficient, resilient, interoperable, and secure 
grid. 

EPRI encourages all industry stakeholders who would like to par-
ticipate or learn more about the Architecture for an Integrated Grid 
Breakthrough Technology project to contact EPRI. Some specific 
options for participation in each of the elements of focus:

Enterprise Interoperability
EPRI welcomes advice or engagement regarding a New Work Item 
Proposal (NWIP) for DER Enterprise Integration at the IEC. This 
will start the official process to make the EPRI technical specifica-
tion an international standard. Also, if you are interested in the 
development of DER Enterprise Integration functional require-
ments, contact Gerald Gray at ggray@epri.com.

Open Application Platform
Utility or vendor personnel interested in our work to develop an 
Open Application Platform, either to contribute to the code base, 
to contribute equipment, or to work jointly with EPRI on advanc-
ing this work by identifying and participating in laboratory or field 
trials of potential applications are encouraged to contact Ed Beroset 
at eberoset@epri.com.

Open Telecommunications
Vendors and utilities can get engaged in several ways: 1) Join 
the WI-SUN Alliance, 2) If you represent a utility, upgrade the 
path to Wi-SUN conformance in requests for proposals (RFPs),  
3) Join the Telecommunications Initiative to collaborate on the 
use of Wi-SUN as a field area network, and 4) Participate in the 
EPRI ICT Advanced Metering Infrastructure program (P161F) to 
collaborate on using Wi-SUN for AMI. Contact Tim Godfrey at 
tgodfrey@epri.com.

Integrate Distributed Energy Resources:
EPRI is presently working with stakeholders from the battery 
energy storage community to create the fourth edition of the Com-
mon Functions for Smart Inverters document. This activity, which 
is coordinated through the Energy Storage Integration Council 
(ESIC), is an open process, including utilities, battery system 
manufacturers, and system integrators. 

EPRI and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) have collabo-
rated to facilitate the DER Group Management initiative. The 
activity, which continues at the present time, has engaged a wide 
range of manufacturers, researchers, and utilities. It is an open 
process and can be joined at any time by contacting Brian Seal at 
bseal@epri.com.

mailto:ggray%40epri.com?subject=
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Cyber Security
Participate in SGIP with electric sector manufacturers, utilities, 
and related industry organizations to promote interoperability 
standards. Also join EPRI in its collaboration with utilities, U.S. 
national laboratories, and manufacturers to further develop cyber 
security requirements and guidance for the OpenFMB.

Information Updates on Progress and 
Opportunities
If you want to learn more about all the elements of the project, 
EPRI will provide you with updates on architectural developments, 
solicit your advice on the needs and issues faced by your organi-
zation, and alert you to opportunities to participate in tests and 
demonstrations. Contact Karen George at kgeorge@epri.com to 
receive updates.
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Appendix: Acronyms and Initialisms
CEP   complex event processing

CIM   Common Information Model

CoS Catalog of Standards 

DER   distributed energy resource(s)

DERMS distributed energy resource management system

DMS  distribution management systems

DNP3  Distributed Network Protocol version 3, a set of  
 communications protocols 

DO distribution owner

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DR  demand response

DRAS  demand response automation server

DRCC  demand response command center

DSO distribution system operator

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ESB  enterprise service bus

ESIC Energy Storage Integration Council

ESIF Energy Systems Integration Facility (at U.S. 
 National Renewable Laboratory)

FAN  field area network

FMB  field message bus

FSK frequency shift keying

GIS  geographic information system

GMS  grid management system

GWAC  GridWise Architecture Council

HILF  high-impact, low-frequency (events)
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Information and Communications Technology

ICT  information and communications technology

IEC  International Electrotechnical Commission

IED  intelligent electronic device

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

INTEGRATE Integrated Network Testbed for Energy Grid   
 Research and Technology

IOT internet of things

ISO  independent system operator

LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

MDMS  meter data management systems

NIST  National Institute of Standards and Technology,  
 U.S. Department of Commerce

NREL  U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory

O&M operations and maintenance 

OFDM PHY  orthogonal frequency division multiplexing,   
 physical layer

OMS  outage management system

OpenADR Open Automated Demand Response

OpenDERMS open distributed energy management system

OpenWMS  Open Workflow Management System

PAP19  Priority Action Plan 19 Wholesale Demand   
 Response Communication Protocol (NIST)

PEV  plug-in electric vehicle

PHY physical layer

RTO  regional transmission organization

SCADA  supervisory control and data acquisition

SCE Southern California Edison

SGIC  Smart Grid Information Center

SGIP  Smart Grid Interoperability Panel

SHN  self-healing network

TE transactive energy

TSO transmission system operator

WAN  wide-area network
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